
BASICS OF  VOICE  178 1-2 , 2010 
 
 

I. Posture:  Head erect, shoulders back- relaxed, one foot slightly ahead of the other- equally 
weighted, arms at sides- relaxed 

 
II. Warm up:  physical exercise and stretching to relax you, to get you breathing, and to get the 

blood circulating 
 

III. Breathing:  Inhale, expanding the lungs from the bottom to the top, lifting the chest (not the 
same as “chest breathing”).  Inhale to counts of  8 or 15 or 20 and exhale to same count.  
Inhale; exhale while panting.  Inhale and sing on one pitch, numbers 1-8; repeat, each time 
increasing the count. 

 
IV. Vocalizing:  Warm up before working on songs , but also use specific  exercises to address 

vocal problems you’re having with those songs.  Discover which exercises or “tools” work the 
best for you.  Listen, not just to how you sound, but to how you FEEL.  If you feel tense or 
tight vocally or are getting hoarse, take a break and try again later. 

 
A. “Chest” voice:  Your low register.   (Suggested  Ex. - 5 note down (sol,fa,mi,re,do) on 
blih(blah-ih) or mah or nah)      Sing a major scale on “nah”, starting on a note in your chest 
voice.  As you ascend, you’ll “feel” a shifting of gears(so to speak) at a point when you are 
out of the chest voice and into something between “chest and head”.  There may be a 
“covered” quality to your voice, a ceiling you can’t quite break through.  If you continue up 
the scale, you may experience that breakthrough as you get into your head voice. 
 
B.  “Head” voice:  Your upper register.  Vocalize lower notes to higher on  - (do to sol)-“ih to 
ah” vowel sounds.  Slide octave jumps “ih to ah” vowel sounds 
 
C.  Feeling the resonance and “Placement” of the voice:  Use ih, ee, oo vowel sounds to feel 
buzzing sensation, vibration towards the front of the oral cavity.  Alternate singing and 
speaking to find “feeling” of forward placement of the voice.  (We all know the feeling of the 
voice being “stuck” somewhere in the back of the throat.) 
 
D.  Finding the sensation of the lifted soft palate:  When you yawn, you feel a kind of 
stretching of the back of the throat or soft palate.  When you sing, if you imagine an inverted 
pear in the back of your throat, visualize that space back there for the open throat and “pear 
shaped tones”. 
 
E.  Pure vowel sounds: Sustain primary vowel sound – ah, eh, ih, oh, oo,  until last split 
second, before diphthong and final consonant.  Ex. “like”-(lah-ee-k) 
 
F.  “Tall” vowel sounds  -  ah  aw  oh  uh      Mouth opened vertically 
 
G.  “Narrow” vowel sounds  -  ih  ee  eh  oo    Mouth less opened -  these vowels         

resonate (buzz or vibrate) behind teeth and hard palate  think “Fish Lips” 
 
H. “Finding” your voice -  “Speak” song lyrics  on different pitches.  Make sounds like a 

siren, or a “Julia Childs” voice.  Sigh from a very high pitch to a very low pitch – all 
while maintaining a relaxed, open throat 

 
Be Fearless!!!  And Enjoy Singing! 

 
      Sincerely, Judi Grunert 

                                        



 
Syllabus for Voice, MUS. 178-01 & 02 

CRN 10054 & 10055 
 

In order to receive “A” in this course, these are the criteria: 
 

1. Memorize and have performance ready, 4 songs, if taking for 1 credit and 6 
songs, if taking for 2 credits 

 
2. Included in these songs: an art song or aria from an opera or oratorio, and a 

song in a foreign language 
 

3. Rhythmic and tonal accuracy and attention to markings re: dynamics, tempo         
and interpretation 

 
4. Stage presence and expressiveness 

 
5. Participation in a recital 

 
6. No unexcused absences, always call me or the Music Dept. if you need to 

miss a lesson – no later than 8am the day of your lesson.  You can leave a 
message on my answering machine: 731-285-9900 

 
7. Regular attendance, making up missed lessons  

 
 
 
 

Course Objectives: 
 

  To learn and practice good vocal techniques, to sing in an open relaxed 
manner, to acquire stage presence, to enjoy singing. 
 
 
 
 
         Judith Grunert 
         731-285-9900 or 
         731-445-4746  
  
 
 

DSCC  Fall 2011 
Welcome, voice students! 

 

 



Welcome, vocal students! 
 

Singing is as natural as breathing, speaking, or walking.  It 
involves your intellect, emotions, and creativity, as well as 

vocal techniques and the physical aspects of singing. 
 

Above all, Singing is Joyful! 
 

Put simply, it’s fun! 
 

 


